
Light Weight, with Uncompromising Durability

HEXALITE® (NLW) FOLDING TABLES

Hexalite® banquet and meeting room tables meet the changing needs of today’s busy public assembly facilities. Our 
innovative construction utilizes condensed cell honeycomb core material that is epoxy bonded to a durable outer shell of 
thermoformed ABS plastic. Add an internal rectangular steel tube support frame to the most durable legs found anywhere 
in the industry and you have a lightweight table that anyone can handle, yet it is so durable that it’s backed by a 10-year 
warranty. This may be the last table that you will ever have to buy.

Lightest Weight Possible

Efficient Storage

Stain Resistant

Varied Uses

Durability

Stability

Features and Benefits
 1. The thermoformed, high-impact ABS plastic is extremely durable and stain  
  resistant.

 2. Our innovative construction utilizes condensed cell honeycomb core  
  material that is epoxy bonded to a durable outer shell of thermoformed  
  ABS plastic.

 3. Bonding of the outer ABS plastic skin to the honeycomb is aided by 
  a continuous, non-woven substrate that is fused to the honeycomb core  
  to provide a 100% bonding area for the epoxy adhesive. This construction  
  results in maximum tensile and peel strength.

 4. A multi-wall bumper edge molding, composed of high-impact PVC plastic, is bonded to the table’s ABS top and   
  bottom to provide five layers of protection against impact from rough handling.

 5. Corners are protected against damage by high-impact, injection molded, PVC guards. Corner guards are reinforced   
  with integral ribs and joined to the bumper edge molding with interlocking tenons.

 6. Formed channels of 16-guage steel surround the tabletop to provide maximum support for heavy loads. No wood is   
  used in this product!

 7. Steel plates are epoxy bonded to ABS plastic bottom and the honeycomb core to provide solid anchoring points for   
  the legs and the leg brace mechanisms.

 8. The underside of the tabletop is surfaced with thermoformed, ABS plastic to   
  completely encase all internal core and frame members.
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15 YEAR
WARRANTY

10 YEAR
WARRANTY

5 YEAR
WARRANTY

3 YEAR
WARRANTY

1 YEAR
WARRANTY



1500 Taylor Avenue, Springfield, IL 62703
Phone: 312.666.3366 • 800.621.4716

Fax: 312.666.2606

Email Orders to: Orders@midwestfolding.com
Email Questions/Inquiries to: info@midwestfolding.com
www.midwestfolding.com

Leg braces incorporate spring loaded, 
case hardened steel detents for a long 

life and fast set-up & tear-down.

1” diameter 16 gauge steel legs are 
capped with non-removable, high 

impact plastic glides.

Wishbone style legs feature one-piece 
floor to table support and double 

cross bracing for maximum strength.

Black Metal Finish

Gray Top
Black Metal and Trim

Finishes

Models

All available in gray top, black metal and black trim.

TABLE STYLE MODEL NO
SIZE

W x L x H
WT
LBS

630NLW
830NLW

30” x 72” x 29”
30” x 96” x 29”

48
62

R60NLW
R72NLW

60” diameter x 29”
72” diameter x 29”

60
78

Banquet

Round

618NLW
818NLW

18” x 72” x 29”
18” x 96” x 29”

38
46

Standard Seminar

CP618NLW
CP818NLW

18” x 72” x 29”
18” x 96” x 29”

39
48

Comfort Leg Seminar


